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About This Game

"Long ago a computer scientist called Dr Sepulveda created a beautiful digital world existing entirely within a computer network
of his own invention. This world was called Darwinia and it was inhabited by a peaceful, law-abiding digital life-form called the

Darwinians.
As the years wore on however the Darwinians became ever more aggressive and autonomous. They divided into factions,

squabbling over Darwinia's limited natural resources. Tribes began to roam the fractal voids hell bent on each others destruction,
drunk on power and unswerving in the pursuit of world supremacy.

Far and wide, they became known as the Multiwinians..."
Welcome to Multiwinia: Survival of the Flattest � the ultimate retro-arcade multiplayer experience! Choose from a selection of

six spectacular action-packed game modes, set in one of the most beautiful game environs you will ever set eyes on.
Challenge your opponent to a game of stick-man slaughter, and watch digital-war unfold, as your Multiwinian army struggles to

complete a chosen task faster and better than your rival's. It's fast, it's furious, and only the flattest will survive!
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It's a simple game.

Wish it had more complexities, but for what it has, it's passable.

It's basically a star trek themed Artemis spaceship simulator, but a little simpler in many ways.. Extremely fun! I love the feature
of being able to design your own units. Although this game does get boring eventually, it is still worth buying and you will
thorougly enjoy it!

Also, try not to grind easy levels too much- it can ruin the fun!

. Yes, It's a fun game, It's finicky / buggy (ex my oxygen dissappear for some reason even when theres no leaks, or items I place
dissappear forever). It's not very intuitive you have to figure out what it wants you to do. I got a little fustrated before I
eventually figured out how to place items or even selecting the menu options on my left hand. It's awkward sometimes but it's
fun :). Very cute game. There are some images that scale badly with high resolutions (like my 1440p) but a funny game
nevertheless. Cool music, nice animations, interesting art. Many upgrades, many pieces of clothing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIbBZsFvYS8. Techwars is a very good shooting action game with Mecha robot thematic.
It's got fast pace battles, around 10-15min match lenght. Also, on the positive note, contrary to many games, the grinding is not
too intense. You will be able to gather ressources and currency to quickly acquire Robots and items in order to try on different
kind of setting and find those you like and enjoy, while not setting the bar too low so you will still have the hype and desire to
spend a bit of time to get those purchase objectives.

The action is smooth and the graphic are good enough to make the whole experience pleasant and fun.

One negative remark : i wish it had more Mech robots available. They have a good number already, but I wish we could have
more type of weapons and robots. Still, the game is fun as it is. I hope the producer will continue to develop the game and
release more content and new robots for each classes.

Enjoy & seek and destroy. I have not played very much of this game thus far, but from what I have played it seems very clunky.
The controls are very, VERY floaty and that alone makes combat almost impossible, and most encounters I just end up running
away from the zombie attackers. Music is also a problem, as it just consists of a few very repetitive and bland tracks. There is
also a lack of fullscreen. Which is a HUGE issue as I failed to read alot of the text on the screen.

The game is not terrible though, the graphics are great and the game would have a good challenge if combat wasn't so terrible,
and if the framerate wasn't so bad (I am running an AMD A10 APU and 8GB of RAM, nothing special, but it should be more
than capable of keeping a little indie RPG at higher than 30fps, which it fails to do)

Overall this game had alot of promise, but is a clunky and utterly disapointing mess.
4/10: Below average.. A great tactical fps game with an amazing and emotional story!!!. Got this game on sale, only drawback so
far is after resetting the upgrade currency on the floor spikes they want to end up on the ceiling. Only about halfway through the
first area so not sure if its just me or if that is an issue everyone else dealt with, but I'd recommend only getting this when it is
on sale.. This game is amazinglicious AF
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I remember playing this as a child, and recently I had to see if it was on steam. I feel like I enjoy it mostly for the nostalgia
factor, but it's still an awesome game!. Incas are pretty good. Spain's OP if you do find a wonder early game. Overall pretty
nice!. The flute at the begining tho. Very fun game!
Pros:
-Tons of creativity!
-Awesome art style.
-Easy building.
-Fun to play!
-Game boots up INSTANTLY.
----
Cons:
-Laggy on lower end systems.
-----
Awesome game, fun to build things and drive them around!. Decent game,but to short. A fun game, slight lag but for 2 dollars
you'll get your moneys worth and then some.. Basically if Fruitbat Factory releases any DLC for Orange Juice I'll buy it. I have
no clue who either of these two are really, but me and my girlfriend recently started playing 200% Orange Juice and met the
"Mira" character on a roof. We both said "Woah she\/he looks cool! Why aren't they in Orange Juice?" This was literally
yesterday mind you. Now they are playable one day later. This isn't a real review I'm sorry. If you like Orange Juice and feel like
supporting the creators, buy the dlc.
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